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FOREWORD
In the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, Australians have
come to the stark realisation that the nation's economy,
security and social fabric have been changed forever. Our
health and business sectors have suffered drastic losses,
forced to adapt and implement costly changes in order to
remain viable and responsive to the volatile world around us.
Despite the restrictions and disruptions of this postpandemic era, it is impossible to ignore the economic
growth, adaptation, innovation and continuity that has been
delivered by regional Australian centres.
The Charters Towers Region has experienced
unprecedented growth and commercial interest over the
past year.

A MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR

In recent years, the Charters Towers Region has experienced
significant growth and commercial interest considering an
unstable social and economic environment. However, to continue
to take advantage of these significant social and commercial
opportunities, Federal Government assistance is needed.
In this document, Charters Towers Regional Council have put
forward nine key priority areas that are vital to the continued
development of the region. We are requesting the Federal
Government’s consideration on the following essential projects
and initiatives:

1.ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - 777 BLOCK
2.DROUGHT ASSISTANCE
3.DEFENCE OPPORTUNITIES
4.IMPROVED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
5.OUR FAIR SHARE
6.WEED MANAGEMENT
7.LIVE EXPORT
8.MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE REALIGNMENT IN
REGIONAL AUSTRALIA
9.AGED CARE SHORTFALLS IN REGIONAL
AUSTRALIA

Our regional economic pillars - mining, grazing, education,
tourism and health - have generously served the national
economy in what is clearly an unstable social and economic
environment.
In order for the Charters Towers Region to continue to
capitalise on this growth and address the increasing
demand on our local infrastructure, resources and services,
Federal Government assistance is needed.
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Economic Development
Recommendation
> The Federal Government provide funding of $4M to upgrade the intersection and road leading to the 777 Block
to enable triple road train access.

THE ISSUES
To allow further development of the 777 Block, the
existing Titley Road/Flinders Highway Intersection is
required to be upgraded.
The upgrade will assist in the development of this
important Council resource for economic prosperity.

BACKGROUND
In recent times the Charters Towers Region has seen a
dramatic increase in economic investment and employment
opportunities.
To ensure the future of economic investment and growth in the
Charters Towers Region, Council has purchased three parcels
of land totalling 777 hectares, on Stockroute Road, located
approximately 14km North East of the Charters Towers CBD.
Known as the “777 Block”, the land borders the banks of the
Burdekin River.

These specific parcels of land were chosen due to their close
proximity to Charters Towers CBD, access to electricity and
their environmental features that make them versatile and
attractive for a variety of industrial uses.
A comprehensive Master Planning Report has been undertaken
and identified that in order to allow further development of the
777 Block, the existing Titley Road/Flinders Highway
Intersection is required to be upgraded to a Channelised Right
Turn (CHR) with an Auxiliary Left Turn Treatment (AUL) into
Titley Road, with associated road lighting and a two-way
sealed road carriageway. These upgrades are estimated to
cost $4M.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government support the Charters Towers regional
economy by investing in the upgrade of the intersection and
road to ensure the long term economic prosperity of the
region.
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Drought Assistance
Recommendation

> Help drought effected communities by adopting a bipartisan, coordinated, and whole-of-government approach.

THE ISSUES
Droughts affect agricultural communities economically,
environmentally and have negative social effects on
communities.
Although there is some government assistance available
to drought stricken communities, it is often not allocated
in ways that provide maximum benefit.

BACKGROUND
The effects of a relentless drought on Queensland’s Regional
areas has been economically and emotionally taxing for many
communities. Many parts of the State have experienced the
ongoing effects of drought for almost a decade which is having
a devastating toll on industry and the livelihoods of primary
producers and the communities in which they live.

Drought has a greatly damaging impact on a community's
livelihood, stability and growth. As at 1 August 2021, there are a
total of 34 councils and 3 part council areas drought declared
in Queensland. These declarations represent 64.7% of the land
area of Queensland. There are also 23 Individual Droughted
1
Properties (IDP) in a further 7 Local Government Areas.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government works with the Queensland
Government to adopt a strong policy platform taking into
account the diverse needs and varied situations faced by
primary producers and landholders and the roles in which local
governments play in helping our communities stay resilient
against these ongoing, relentless threats.

[1]Queensland Transport and Roads Investment Program (QTRIP) 2020-21 to 2023-24 - Datasets | Publications | Queensland Government
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Defence Opportunities
Recommendation
> Establish policies to ensure local procurement & enterprise is utilised in the first instance.

THE ISSUES
Transient, Fly In Fly Out (FIFO) or Drive In Drive Out (DIDO) work
forces host a range of negative impacts on regional
communities including:
Negative mental and social impacts on residents.
Pressure on the local economy with increased costs of
living and inadequate investment in community safety
and infrastructure.

BACKGROUND
The Australia-Singapore Military Training Initiative (ASMTI) has
acquired land to establish a new advanced training area near
Greenvale in the Charters Towers Regional Council Local
Government Area. The large-scale project is estimated to cost
over $2 Billion and works have already started with contracts
being awarded since November 2020.

In most cases, FIFO/DIDO workforces have negative impacts on
local livelihoods and economies by decreasing housing
affordability, inadequate investment in community safety and
infrastructure and decreases in local business profitability as
non-resident workforces often don’t spend as much money in
the community (except on alcohol and fuel).
Where possible, it is important to ensure that supply of goods
and services for the construction and maintenance of the
training area is locally retained. There are many dangers
associated with transient FIFO/ DIDO workforces, both for the
mental and social wellbeing of the worker and the local
community at large.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government work closely with the ASMTI and
Charters Towers Regional Council regarding local procurement
opportunities to ensure local jobs and businesses are at the
forefront when potential opportunities arise.
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Improved
Telecommunications
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Recommendation

> Invest in telecommunications infrastructure to bring improved connectivity to the Charters Towers Region.

THE ISSUES
The Charters Towers Region needs essential
telecommunication infrastructure for the continued
growth of the Region. The community is put at risk in
emergency situations and industry and development
cannot progress without it.

BACKGROUND
The Charters Towers Region is vast in area (68,580 km2) and
has insufficient and/or unreliable mobile coverage, within the
City and surrounding areas. This negatively impacts the safety,
productivity and livelihoods of local residents and visitors to
the Region. Improving connection and reliability is paramount
to the health, wealth and quality of life of the Region’s
residents and visitors.
With two major highways running from North to South and East
to West through Charters Towers, the Region is host to a major
corridor that connects Western communities across
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Queensland. These highways allow for recreational,
commercial, and essential services and supplies
transportation. Unfortunately, much of the Region’s
telecommunications are inadequate and unreliable leaving
motorists at risk should an emergency arise.
1

Industries throughout the Region are also in jeopardy, due to
the current lack of telecommunications available. Education,
mining, defence, and agriculture are major industries in the
Region that are facing ongoing struggles to operate effectively
due to the barriers in communication and connectivity.
These deficiencies have been highlighted in the 2018 Australian
Government
Regional
Telecommunications
Review
(www.rtirc.gov.au).

SOLUTION
Nominate Charters Towers Region localities for the provision
of telecommunication infrastructure through the Mobile Black
Spot
Program
and
invest
in
these
important
telecommunications assets.
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Our Fair Share
Recommendation

> Reinstate essential services funding via the Financial Assistance Grants funding to local government to a level of at
least 1%

THE ISSUES
Growing decline in the ability of the Region’s private and
public sectors to keep up with the demand for essential
services and infrastructure.
Negative impacts on all aspects of our Region's
liveability, placing further stress on facilities and
services that are already overextended.

BACKGROUND
The Charters Towers Regional Council supports the Local
Government Association of Queensland’s push to review
Financial Assistance Grants (FAGs) to a sustainable level for
local government. The growth in Commonwealth taxation
revenue over the past 20 years has not been matched by a
growth in distributions to local government. Nor has the growth
in partnership funding – although very welcome – filled the gap.
With major key projects already being undertaken around the
Region, the community at large is struggling to keep up with
medical, industrial and social infrastructure which is taking a
huge toll on the livelihood and liveability of the area and

overcrowding the resources
governments’ essential services.

of

neighbouring

local

Given the steady, long-term decline of FAGs funding to local
government from 1996 onwards, Charters Towers Regional
Council has been under immense pressure to meet ongoing and
increased demand for essential services and infrastructure.
This is felt most hard by the Region’s community and was
affirmed in the Community Satisfaction Survey conducted in
November 2018 that outlined that Council is under pressure to
meet community expectations in areas such as ‘Basic Services
and Infrastructure’ and ‘Community Lifestyle Services’.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government restores Financial Assistance Grants
(FAGs) funding to local governments to a level of at least 1% of
Commonwealth taxation revenue.
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Weed
Management
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Recommendation

> The Federal Government provide adequate support to equip and enable communities to manage the impacts of
weeds on agriculture and the environment.

THE ISSUES
Prevention is better than cure - failure to act quickly on
pest weed management will have costly consequences,
not just for the Charters Towers Region, but for all of
Queensland.

BACKGROUND
With 68,580km2 to cover and limited resources, Charters
Towers Regional Council requires urgent assistance to meet
the increasing challenge that pest weeds present. The cost of
pest weeds to the agricultural industries is estimated at $4
Billion a year and the cost to the environment, human health
and native ecosystems is believed to be even higher.
With two major highways dividing Charters Towers Regional
Council from North to South and East to West, the Region is a
busy corridor for inter and intra state traffic. The heavy usage
increases the risk of pest weed spread and puts pressure on
Council to control and maintain outbreaks.
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Other major spreaders of pest weeds are waterways, livestock
and wildlife all of which are prevalent in the Charters Towers
Region. Highly invasive weeds such as Bellyache Bush 
(Jatropha
gossypiifolia),
Parthenium
(Parthenium
hysterophorus) and Rubber Vine (Cryptostegia grandiflora) are
1
just a few of the species threatening the grazing lands,
waterways and national parks throughout the region by
outcompeting native vegetation and pasture growth.
Pest weed management must take a universal approach across
Queensland to stop spread. An outbreak in one local
government area can quickly spread to others having costly
and devastating effects on native flora and fauna, industry and
in some cases, human health.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government allocate more funding for pest weed
management in Regional areas where funding is often
underdelivered to cover the vast areas.
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Live Export
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Recommendation
> The Federal Government review and reduce the dramatic fees and charges increase imposed on the live export
industry by the Department of Agriculture, Water & Environment.

THE ISSUES
The severe fees and charges increase set out in The
Department of Agriculture, Water & Environment’s
“2020-2021 Cost Recovery Implementation Statement for
live exports” will have devastating effects on the live
export industry, the agricultural industry and the
Australian economy if imposed on producers.

BACKGROUND
The recent release of The Department of Agriculture, Water &
Environment’s “Cost Recovery Implementation Statement for
live exports for 2020-2021” has highlighted an alarming and
sudden rise in departmental staffing costs. As a result of this
rise, from 2022, the fees and charges imposed on livestock
exporters will also rise dramatically as the department tries to
recover these bureaucratic costs.
The new cost recovery implementation statement indicates
that fees will increase more than 400 per cent over a threeyear period to 2023-2024. For perspective, an annual livestock

export licence in Australia will quadruple under the new cost
recovery implementation statement, soaring from $25,000 to
$100,000. This will have devastating effects on the Australian
livestock industry both domestically and internationally as
producers simply won’t be able to afford the increases and
livestock meant for export will flood the domestic market that
could drive prices down to volatile lows as was seen after the
2011 Live Export Ban.
Australian live exporters already pay some of the highest
regulatory costs in the world which effects the industry’s
global competitiveness. The proposed dramatic increases in
fees and charges will continue to put financial pressure on live
exporters and essentially make the industry inefficient and not
profitably viable. This will have devastating flow-on effects on
the Australian economy.

SOLUTION
Review the cost increases to the Livestock Export Industry as
outlined in the the Department of Agriculture, Water &
Environment’s “2020-2021 Cost Recovery Implementation
Statement for live exports”.
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Mental Health
Services & Support
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Recommendation

> The Federal Government urgently provide more funding for mental health services & support in
Regional Australia.

THE ISSUES
Although mental health problems are experienced at a
consistent rate across Australia, people living in regional
and remote areas are significantly more disadvantaged
and have alarmingly higher rates of suicide due to the
under-provision of mental health services.

BACKGROUND
The findings from the impacts of the pandemic response on the
mental health of Australians is damning. The surging statistics
on suicide, isolation, depression and anxiety paint a highly
distressing picture of the mental health crisis that regional
Australia is facing.
According to data published by the Australian Institute of
Health and Welfare, in 2020 the rate of deaths by suicide for
residents of Very Remote areas was 2.2 times that of the rate
for residents of Major Cities. These are devastating statistics
that emphasise the need for better mental health support for
rural and remote Australians.
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The landscape of mental health support is highly disjointed,
with a lack of alignment between federal, state and privately
funded mental health and wellbeing support services.
Furthermore, the challenge of attracting and retaining medical
professionals is a severe and ongoing challenge for regional
and remote areas of Australia.
Accessibility of established regional mental health services is
highly strained, with existing providers stretched in their
service capacity and overwhelmed with the intensifying need
for assistance in these communities.
It is imperative that more federal funding and resources are
focused on mental health in rural and remote communities so
these alarming statistics do not continue to rise.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government take action by working with the states
to realign mental health and wellbeing support services and
include adequate funding to address this growing crisis in
regional & remote areas of our nation.
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Aged Care Shortfalls
Recommendation

> The Federal Government allocate more funding to combat the aged care sector shortfalls in Regional Australia.

THE ISSUES
Elderly residents in regional areas are regularly forced to
relocate to nursing homes away from their communities,
due to a lack of respite and nursing beds available
through local aged care providers, and inadequate local
infrastructure and facilities to support them within their
own communities.

BACKGROUND
The Australian population is aging with 15% aged over 65. This
statistic is set to grow steadily of the coming decades as life
expectancy increases. With this occurring, we are seeing a
dramatic increase in the demand for aged care services and
providers in both urban, rural and remote Australia.

Unfortunately, the reality for regional and remote aged care
services and facilities is that most are inadequately funded,
face staff shortages, lack a skilled workforce and struggle to
maintain after-hours support services.
A coordinated approach with NDIS providers, aged care service
providers, state operated, and private aged care
establishments is required to address the enormous gaps in
support and choice for aged care in regional Australia.

SOLUTION
The Federal Government place greater focus on funding
opportunities to increase availability of aged care services and
housing within regional centres, to help reduce the wait times
and pressure on both elderly residents and facilities that are
already at capacity in the regions.
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